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Abstract: Turning operations using single-point cutting tools have been one of the earliest and most
used methods for cutting metal. It has been widely studied for cutting forces and workpiece surface
roughness to affect turning operations. When cutting metal, the cutting tool needs to be tougher than
the workpiece so it can resist high temperatures and wear while the operation is conducted. The me-
chanical qualities of martensitic stainless steel (MSS) grade Custom-450 can be significantly enhanced
by heat treatment processes, which also provide it with an outstanding corrosion-resistance material.
It has excellent resistance to rusting and pitting in a saltwater environment. Nuclear power reactors,
screens for the pulp and paper sector, chemical processing, and power generation are just a few in-
dustries that require Custom-450 grade steel. To increase the workpiece’s machinability, dimensional
precision, and appealing surface finish, the cutting tool industries have recently demonstrated a great
interest in developing hard coatings and cutting tool technology. In the present study, Custom-450
grade stainless steel was used for machining (turning operation), using a tungsten carbide tool insert
coated with TiAlSiN using the physical vapor deposition (PVD) method. The machining parameters
such as the speed, feed, and depth of cut (DOC) were varied Surface roughness and various forces
(cutting force, thrust force, and feed force) were evaluated by varying these three parameters. The
depth of cut is the main factor affecting the surface roughness. More plastic deformation may lead
to a rougher surface as a result. The tungsten carbide insert wear decreased with an increase in the
cutting speed. An increase in feed considerably accelerates the tool wear of the inserts. As the depth
of cut grows, the likelihood of tool wear also increases. The depth of cut, however, has a greater effect
on tool wear than anything else. Therefore, the surface roughness in the sample is reduced as the
cutting speed is increased.

Keywords: turning; Custom-450 grade stainless steel; tool insert; cryogenic treatment; surface roughness

1. Introduction

One of the earliest and most common techniques for cutting metal has been turning
operations utilizing single-point cutting tools [1]. With shorter lead times, it has even
taken the position of grinding in some applications without sacrificing the surface quality.
Cutting forces and workpiece surface roughness are two crucial factors that are extensively
researched in turning operations [2]. When examining the process capabilities of any
machining operation, process parameter optimization is quite important. In the turning
operation, excess material is removed by rotating the workpiece against a cutting tool.
It is a well-known fact that only cylindrical workpieces can be machined during this
operation [3]. During the metal-cutting operations, the cutting tool should be harder
than the workpiece, which can withstand high temperatures and wear at the time of the
operation [4,5]. Researching cutting forces in turning operations is significant, since they
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have an impact on a variety of variables, including the surface accuracy, tool wear, tool
breakage, cutting temperature, and self-excited and forced vibrations, etc. [6].

The martensitic stainless steel (MSS) grade Custom-450 has excellent corrosion-resistance
and heat treatment techniques, which can greatly improve its mechanical properties. In a
saltwater environment, it has great resistance to rusting and pitting. Custom-450 grade steel
is used in various industries such as nuclear power plants, screens for the pulp and paper
industry, chemical processing, and power generation. This alloy is easily produced by
various cold-rolled methods despite having a yield strength of more than 100 KSI (689 MPa)
in the annealed condition. A single-step aging process results in increased mechanical
properties such as strength, ductility, and toughness. Custom-450 has been used where
austenitic stainless steel such as 304 cannot withstand enough of the strength and corrosion
properties. Custom-450 MSS has a corrosion resistance similar to alloy 304 stainless steel
and a substantially better yield strength. In some studies, it has been observed that the
strength of Custom-450 MSS has the capability to replace ferritic grade alloy (410 stainless
steel), where alloy 410 had insufficient corrosion-resistance abilities [7,8].

Yadav et al. [9] studied the relationship between the changes in hardness brought about
on the material surface as a result of the turning operation with regard to several machining
parameters, including the spindle speed, feed, and depth of cut. The experiments were
planned using the Taguchi method, and in this work, EN 8 metal was chosen as the
workpiece, coated carbide was chosen as the tool material, and the Rockwell scale was
utilized to test hardness after turning.

The weight of Custom-450 stainless steel is a little lesser when compared to other
ferrous materials alloys; due to its lightweight properties, it is used in aircraft applica-
tions such as fighter jet manufacturing processes. It is also used in medical instrument
manufacturing, due to its high corrosion resistance and completely recyclable properties.

Inserts are cutting tips that are neither brazed nor welded to the tool body, but are
instead, removable from it. They are typically indexable, allowing for swapping, rotation,
and reversal without changing the general geometry of the tool. (effective diameter, tool
length offset, etc.) [10]. This saves time in the manufacturing process by enabling the
periodic presentation of fresh cutting edges without the need for tool grinding, setup
modifications, or the entry of new values into a CNC programmer [11]. Tool inserts not
only increase the output quality but they also help keep manufacturing costs down. Tool
inserts for geometry includes things such as the nose radius, approach angle, rake angle,
angle of inclination, clearance angle, and so on. The cutting tool industries have recently
shown a strong interest in creating hard coatings and innovative cutting tool technologies
to improve the workpiece’s machinability and dimensional accuracy with a nice surface
finish [12]. In addition to creating new tools, creating new coatings for the existing tools
resulted in the creation of new inventive tools for the aforementioned use. There are
various methods for the deposition of coatings over tools. Such coatings are physical
vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition [13]. Extensively available coatings
are TiN, TiC, TiAlN, Al2O3, AlCrN, TiCN, AlTiN, and TiO2 [14]. These coatings not only
improve machining outputs such as surface finish, force generation at the machining zone,
machining accuracy, material removal rate, etc., but they also have advantages such as high
melting points, better wear resistance, high thermal stability, high toughness, frictional
resistance, high strengths, and lower heat generation, even under difficult machining
conditions [15].

A single-layered AlCrN-based coating on WC inserts made using the physical vapor
deposition method has been studied by Lakshmanan et al. On a carbide insert, characteris-
tics such as microhardness, coating thickness, surface shape, and elemental composition
were noted. Under conventional and cryogenic coolant (LN2) conditions, turning opera-
tions on the Ti-6Al-4V alloy were carried out with coated carbide (AlCrN-cc) and uncoated
carbide (UCC) inserts [16]. An experimental parameter with a varying feed (f), depth of cut
(d), and cutting speed was used to measure the 2D roughness value (Ra) and turning forces
(Vc). In order to improve the mechanical properties of hard coatings for the metal-cutting
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industry, Kainz et al. conducted research on the use of a multilayered coating architecture
based on two alternating hard materials [17]. In this study, the mechanical behaviors of the
TiN/TiBN multilayer coatings created using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) were investi-
gated with their microstructure and compared with the corresponding single layers. At an
industrial-scale thermal CVD machine, multilayers with various bilayer periods (1400, 800,
300, and 200 nm) were created by varying up the feed gas. The primary issues with titanium
machining, with regard to tool wear and the causes behind tool failure, were evaluated by
Ezugwu et al. It was discovered that ceramics and CVD-coated carbides have not replaced
cemented carbides because of their reactivity with titanium, their relatively low fracture
toughness, and the poor thermal conductivity of most ceramics. Instead, straight tungsten
carbide/Cobalt (WC/Co) cutting tools have maintained their superiority in nearly all
machining processes of titanium alloys [18]. Emel et al. demonstrated that during milling
with varying nose radii, adhesion, abrasion, chipping, and fracture were the primary tool
failure mechanisms and modes. With the exception of up milling at 100 m/min, the cutting
pressures decreased with an increase in the nose radius, irrespective of the cutting speed
and milling direction [19]. According to the experimental findings, roughness decreased
as the nose radius and speed increased. Surface roughness and the resulting forces were
discovered to be less severe during up-milling than during down-milling. It was shown
that the increase in the nose radius boosted the chip’s morphology’s edge serration. The
mechanical and microstructural characteristics of the materials are altered at cryogenic
temperatures. Alborz et al. carried out a study on cryogenic milling. In end milling the
Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy, the effects of cryogenic chilling on the surface’s integrity are
contrasted with those of traditional dry and flood cooling. Several combinations of cutting
settings were used in a series of machining trials. Each sample’s subsurface microhardness
was assessed, along with surface roughness and microscopic surface integrity [20].

In order to identify the essential geometrical characteristics and grades of carbide
inserts for turning nickel-based alloys, Fernandez-Valdivielso et al. suggested a new testing
procedure [21]. Gandarias et al. discussed the controversy surrounding the cryogenic treat-
ment of steels. Though cryogenic treatment has been shown to be effective in some cases,
such as in high-speed steel (HSS), its effectiveness in carbide inserts is still debated [22].
Peteira et al. discussed the cryogenic treatment of AP23 steel using carbon dioxide. They
inferred that the tool life increased by 12% and the surface roughness decreased after
subjecting the tool to cryogenic treatment [23]. Polvorosa et al. presented and summarized
the results of face-turning testing for flank and notch wear, using cooling at 6 bar and
80 bar. They inferred that short, large grain alloy structures lead to higher notch wear [24].
Amigo et al. predicted the cutting force and tool wear during the high-speed turning
of the Nimonic super alloy [25]. The cutting force and tool wear during the high-speed
turning of the Nimonic super alloy were anticipated by Amigo et al. The wear prediction
model obtained relative errors of less than 5% for cutting speeds under 100 m/min and
less than 14% for higher speeds, demonstrating a good agreement with the experimental
results. By increasing the tool life to three times, the benefit of decreasing the side cutting
edge angle on the tool life (from 90◦ to 30◦) was also shown (from 8 to 24 min). In their
research, Zhang et al. talked about the use of an in-process stochastic tool wear diagnosis for
better micromilling cutting force modelling. To forecast the values of stochastic tool wear, they
proposed an enhanced integrated estimate technique based on the long short-term memory
(LSTM) network and particle filter (PF) algorithm. They deduced that the supply and durabil-
ity of microcutting tools had improved, and that the prediction accuracy could also be boosted
by 3.4% in comparison to that without taking the impact of tool wear into account [26].

From the above literature, we can conclude that there is literature that is related to
machining under normal conditions. However, the machining of the sample with the
insert coated with TiAlSiN under cryogenic conditions is scanty. This study attempts to
determine the machining parameters of the monolayered tungsten carbide inserts during
the turning operations of Custom-grade 450 stainless steel. The machining parameters
such as feed, cutting speed, and depth of cut were determined. Additionally, surface
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roughness was measured for all the samples. The tools were subjected to cryogenic coating
for 36 h, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

The present study uses Custom-450 grade stainless steel of dimensions 510 mm
(length) × 89 mm (diameter). The sample was procured from the market in as rolled
condition without annealing. The chemical composition of the sample performed by optical
emission spectroscopy is given as carbon: 0.02, manganese: 0.50, phosphorus: 0.01, silicon:
0.5, chromium: 15.00, nickel: 6.00, molybdenum: 0.70, copper: 1.25, and iron: balance. A
tungsten carbide tool with TiAlSiN coating insert is used for the turning operation in the
lathe machine. The Tungsten carbide inserts are coated with monolayered TiAlSiN under
PVD conditions.

A coatings sample was created using DC magnetron sputtering in Cemecon’s (Würselen,
Germany) industrial unit CC800/9. Four unbalanced planar magnetron sources are part of
the deposition system, and they are positioned at the corners of a chamber. Two TiAl targets
and two TiSi targets, respectively, were active during the preparation of the single layer TiAlN
and TiSiN coatings. The 88 mm × 500 mm segmental targets of TiAl and TiSi were used to
create the nanostructured TiAlSiN coating. The substrates were cleaned with acetone and
ultrasonic before deposition, then rinsed in deionized water and dried with hot air. A 45 min
mid-frequency ion etching experiment using a 650 V turntable and mixed argon and krypton
gas at a flow rates of 180 mL/min and 50 mL/min was carried out at a pressure of 0.35 Pa.
To keep the overall operating pressure at 660 mPa throughout the deposition operations, the
argon, krypton, and nitrogen gas fluxes were all kept constant. The substrates were subjected
to an imposed DC bias of 90 V. The rotation speed of the substrate holder was adjusted to
3 rpm for the deposition of the nanolayered TiAlSiN coating.

The tool was soaked in liquid nitrogen for 36 h prior to the machining of the sample
for increasing strength and machinability characteristics. Cryogenic treatment helps in
terms of a longer life of tool insert, less damage due to wear and tear, improved ability
to withstand thermal pressures, reduced coefficient of friction, improved hardness, and
easier machining.

This study considered three different control factors with three different levels, as
shown in Table 1. As shown in Table 2, a full factorial design (FFD) of experiments is
considered for this study. A FFD has several advantages, such as more efficiency as
compared to one factor at a time experiments [27,28]. The experiments were carried out
on center lathe (cone and pully medium duty lathe machine–VMS-255) with variable
speed and feed drive with an attached tool dynamometer setup for force measurement
analysis. The dynamometer used for measurements of forces was Ramson IL15. For each
experiment, a fresh cutting edge was used. Each machining operation was carried out for
one minute. For each experiment, the feed force (Fx), thrust force (Fy), and cutting force (Fz)
are tabulated. All the experiments were performed under dry conditions (without coolant).
The surface roughness value for each machined surface is found precisely using a probe-
type surface roughness tester. The control factors were cutting speed (Vc), feed (f), and
depth of cut (DOC). Table 2 shows the readings of all the parameters. For microstructural
examination, a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using Tescan Vega-3w
attached with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The EDS was used for providing the
compositional analysis of the tool sample and workpiece sample/base material.

Table 1. Control factors and levels.

Control Factors Unit
Levels

1 2 3

Speed rpm 850 950 1050
Feed mm/min 60 120 180
DOC mm 0.25 0.5 0.75
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Table 2. Surface roughness and cutting force values when coated and cryogenic 36 h treated insert.

Speed Feed Depth of Cut Ra Rq Rz Fx Fy Fz

1050 180 0.75 1.853 2.218 8.906 149.3 184.3 353.9
1050 120 0.75 0.827 1.045 4.961 133 144.3 238.8
1050 60 0.75 3.741 4.423 18.428 107 118.2 147
950 180 0.75 2.439 2.88 10.977 161 197.6 383.8
950 120 0.75 1.652 2.016 9.185 130 161.1 252.1
950 60 0.75 0.414 0.498 2.315 109.6 119.1 148.7
850 180 0.75 3.303 3.81 13.239 200.5 260.9 478.1
850 120 0.75 1.489 1.766 7.24 139.1 146.1 271.5
850 60 0.75 1.454 1.955 9.055 116.5 125.2 174.3
1050 180 0.5 1.941 2.258 8.268 96.21 148.7 243.2
1050 120 0.5 0.678 0.864 3.822 91.27 138.4 175.1
1050 60 0.5 1.003 1.223 5.204 58.77 87.06 98.33
950 180 0.5 4.12 4.842 18.321 100.5 182.7 273.7
950 120 0.5 1.475 1.743 7.112 97.4 146.1 199.6
950 60 0.5 0.442 0.54 2.449 98.57 146 125.6
850 180 0.5 2.612 3.111 11.933 115.1 197 297.7
850 120 0.5 1.032 1.27 5.372 95.97 155.9 206.2
850 60 0.5 0.44 0.557 2.725 62.59 134.6 93.88
1050 180 0.25 1.803 2.069 7.585 43.59 112.4 129.9
1050 120 0.25 0.654 0.797 3.424 43.26 97.35 99.89
1050 60 0.25 0.446 0.554 2.778 32.93 72.29 60.01
950 180 0.25 2.253 2.629 9.454 45.68 121 146
950 120 0.25 0.933 1.134 4.782 40.7 98.98 106.7
950 60 0.25 0.405 0.51 2.479 32.57 95.96 62.48
850 180 0.25 2.68 3.157 11.9 55.93 148.6 160.5
850 120 0.25 1.485 1.759 6.831 41.67 106 114.9
850 60 0.25 4.427 6.209 27.853 29.73 74.59 71.19

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. SEM and EDS Analysis

Figure 1a,b shows the EDS analysis of the workpiece (Custom-450 grade stainless
steel) and insert (tungsten carbide tool with TiAlSiN coating). The findings of the EDS
analysis (Figure 1a) show the peak of iron (Fe), chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), manganese
(Mn), molybdenum (Mo), and copper (Cu). However, we can see the peak of titanium
(Ti), aluminum (Al), and cobalt (Co) in Figure 1b. We can observe that the major alloying
element was Ti. Figure 2a,b shows the SEM images of the tungsten carbide insert coated
with TiAlSiN. Figure 2a shows the insert just before the machining of the sample. It was
observed the surface coated with TiAlSiN shows a fine structure over the surface. This
structure is evenly distributed over the surface. Due to cryogenic treatment of 36 h, we can
see the formation of some non-uniform brittle structures [29]. This may be formed due to
the treatment of the sample, which would have caused some precipitate formation over the
surface. Figure 2b shows the insert just after the machining of the sample. We can clearly
see the wear of the rake area due to the machining of sample. The indicated areas where
the tool’s cutting edge has an uneven feature that causes edge wear may be a distinctive
mechanism of adhesive wear. The chemical affinity between the workpiece material and the
cutting tool frequently causes adhesive wear, which leads to BUE development at the insert–
chip interface [30]. There is a diffusion that may be attributed to the concentration gradient;
atoms from the high-concentration zone diffuse into the low-concentration zone [31].
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(a) before machining and (b) after machining.

3.2. Surface Roughness

The surface roughness was measured at various levels of the cutting speed, feed,
and the depth of cuts in the turning operations. The surface roughness values for each
experiment with the coated insert cryogenic for 36 h are shown in Table 2. Three roughness
parameters were calculated as Ra, Rq, and Rz. Where Ra is the Roughness Average (arith-
metic average of the absolute values of the profile heights over the evaluation length), Rq is
the RMS Roughness (root mean square average of the profile heights over the evaluation
length), and Rz is the Average Maximum Height of the Profile, respectively. In the majority
of the studies, the Ra is considered as the major parameter, which is influenced by the input
variables such as the feed, speed, and depth of cut. In this present study, we will consider
the Ra as the surface roughness measuring parameter. All the three parameters (Ra, Rq,
and Rz) with respect to speed, feed and DOC are shown in Figure 3a–i. From Figure 3a,
it can be observed that with a lower feed (60 mm/min) and DOC (0.25 mm), there is an
increase in the surface roughness values. The sudden increase in the roughness value may
be due to the as-rolled condition of the steel, which may have altered the hardness value in
the sample. These conditions in the sample would have given an increase in the roughness
value. It is reported that the increase in the hardness value increases the surface roughness
of the sample [32]. On increasing the DOC with the same feed rate, the roughness of the
sample reduces as compared to the sample measured with slow feed. With an increase in
the feed rate of 120 mm/min, the sample with a DOC of 0.25 mm shows an exponentially
lower value of surface roughness. However, for the other two parameters (DOC of 0.50 and
0.75 mm), there was a slight increase in the roughness values. However, when increasing
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the DOC (0.75 mm) even more, there is an appreciable change in the roughness value.
By increasing the speed to 950 rpm, the surface roughness was almost the same for all
feed of 60 mm/min and the value of roughness increased with the increasing feed (180
mm/min), as shown in Figure 3b. It was observed that there is a sudden increase in the
surface roughness of the sample with a feed of 180 mm/min and a DOC of 0.50 mm. The
sudden increase may be attributed to the change in the microstructural behavior in the
sample. It was reported that with the increase in the hardness and surface roughness, there
is a reduction in the ductility of the sample [32], when increasing the speed to 1050 rpm.
Almost similar trends were observed with increasing the feed and depth of cut, as the
surface roughness increases. Thus, we can conclude with the findings of this study that
the increase in the feed and depth of cut increases the surface roughness. However, if
we observe the speed, we can find that with the Increase in the speed from 850 rpm, 950
rpm, and 1050 rpm. there is a reduction in the surface roughness except for the samples
with a speed of 950 rpm, a feed 180 mm/min, and a DOC 0.50 mm. This would have
been caused by to metallurgical defects in the sample and could be avoided by proper
heat treatment of the alloy. It can be summarized that the DOC has more influence on the
surface roughness compared to the feed and cutting speed. With the increase in the DOC,
the surface roughness increases. The value of Rq and Rz has also shown a similar trend
in the graphs, as shown in Figure 3a–i. Bhushan et al. investigated the machining and
surface parameters on an aluminum alloy. We observed similar findings related to cutting
force, feed, and DOC [33]. The effect of cryogenic treatment in the insert has given better
results than the conventional inserts (austenitic based inserts) [34]. They have reported an
improvement in the surface roughness and dimensional precisions. Additionally, the tool
life of the inserts has been increased for both negative and positive inserts when used in
CO2 cryogenic treatment [35].
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3.3. Analysis of Forces

The forces were measured at various levels of the cutting speed, feed, and the depth of
cuts in the turning operations. The force values for each experiment with the coated insert
cryogenic for 36 h are shown in Table 2. Three forces were calculated, namely, the feed force
(Fx), thrust force (Fy), and cutting force (Fz), respectively. Figure 4 shows the schematic
representation of various forces acting on a tool. Figure 5a–i shows various graphs in which
forces are calculated with respect to changes in speed, feed, and DOC. Figure 5a–c shows
the effect of feed, DOC, and speed, with respect to the feed force (Fx). It was observed in
Figure 5a that with an increase in the DOC, the feed force increases. From the figure, we can
clearly see that with a lower DOC, the feed force was lower, but by increasing the feed from
60 to 120 mm/min, the feed force also increases. Similar observations were obtained by the
other two rotation speeds (950 and 1050 rpm). Figure 5d–f shows the effect of feed, DOC,
and speed, with respect to the thrust force (Fy). In Figure 5a it is observed that with the
constant feed of 60 mm/min, there is an increase in the thrust force with a different DOC.
Similar results were obtained by the feed of 120 mm/min. However, with an increase in the
feed to 180 mm/min, there is a sudden increase in the graph (DOC of 0.75). This increase in
the thrust force is due to the increase in the roughness value (Figure 3d). Similar findings
were observed at other speeds (950 and 1050 rpm). Additionally, with the increase in the
speed, the thrust force reduces. Figure 5g–i shows the effect of the feed, DOC, and speed,
with respect to the cutting force (Fz). It was observed that with the increase in the DOC,
the cutting force increases for all the specimens. With a lower rotational speed (850 rpm),
the cutting force is higher, as compared to the sample in which the rotational speed is more
(1050 rpm). Some authors proposed a correlation between the tool wear, cutting force,
and surface roughness. They observed that the increase in duration increases the wear
rate. First, wear increases gradually due to the protective covering layer. Then, during
a subsequent period when the covering vanishes and the carbide is exposed, cratering
and adhesion take place. Additionally, with respect to time, the surface roughness also
increases [36]. Similar findings were observed from the carbide insert coated with TiAlSiN
in our findings.
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(e) 950 rpm (f) 1050 rpm; Effect on cutting force (Fz) at speed (g) 850 rpm, (h) 950 rpm (i) 1050 rpm.

4. Conclusions

This study relates to the experimental investigation performed on machining forces (F)
and the roughness (Ra) during the turning of Custom-450 grade stainless steel using coated
and cryogenic-treated tool inserts. The conclusions drawn from this study are as follows:

• After undergoing cryogenic treatment for 36 h, the coated inserts exhibited a superior
performance and reduced wear across all the cutting parameters.

• SEM analysis shows a better adhesion of coating over the carbide inserts. After
machining the steel, the coated insert shows wear over the surface of the insert. The
wear over the insert shows the removal of the coating over the surface.

• The observed reduction in ductility was attributed to alterations in the microstructure,
coinciding with an increase in the surface hardness and roughness.

• The primary component influencing surface roughness is the depth of cut. A rougher
surface over the specimen may be caused due to the result of a greater amount of
plastic deformation in the working sample.

• As the cutting speed increased, the wear on the tungsten carbide inserts decreased.
Conversely, an increase in the feed led to a significant rise in the tool wear. The risk
of tool wear was found to be positively correlated with an increasing depth of cut.
Nevertheless, it was observed that the most significant factor impacting the tool wear
was the depth of cut.
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